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Determination of the heat of formation of O 3 using vacuum ultraviolet
laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy and two-dimensional product
imaging techniques
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Two different techniques, vacuum ultraviolet laser-induced fluorescence~VUV-LIF ! spectroscopy
and two-dimensional~2D! ion counting product imaging, have been used to determine the bond
energy for the dissociation of jet-cooled O3 into O(1D)1O2(a 1Dg). The photofragment excitation
~PHOFEX! spectrum for O(1D) products is recorded by detecting the VUV-LIF signal associated
with the 3s 1D0– 2p 1D transition at 115.22 nm while scanning the photolysis laser wavelength
between 305 and 313 nm. A clear cut-off corresponding to the appearance threshold into O(1D)
1O2(a 1Dg) is observed in this PHOFEX spectrum. The 2D image of the O(1D) products from the
O3 photolysis near 305 nm is measured using an ion-counting method, with the detection of O(1D)
atoms by @211# resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! at 205.47 nm. The
kinetic-energy distribution obtained from the 2D image shows rotational structure due to the
O2(a 1Dg,v950) fragment. The bond energy into O(1D)1O2(a 1Dg) has been obtained from the
rotational assignments in the kinetic-energy distribution. The two different experimental approaches
give consistent results and an accurate value of the bond dissociation energy into O(1D)
1O2(a 1Dg) is found to be 386.5960.04 kJ/mol. The standard heat of formation of O3,
D fH

0(O3)52144.3160.14 kJ/mol, has also been calculated from the bond energy obtained, in
conjunction with thermochemical data for O2 molecule and O atom. The uncertainty for the
D fH

0(O3) value obtained in the present study is smaller than the previous value which has been
used widely. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!02338-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The photochemistry and thermochemistry of O3 is atmo-
spherically and fundamentally interesting. For example, p
todissociation of O3 by ultraviolet radiation plays a key rol
in atmospheric chemistry.1 There are five energetically pos
sible fragmentation pathways in the near UV photolysis
O3:

O31hn~l,310 nm!→O~1D !1O2~a 1Dg!, ~1!

O31hn~l,411 nm!→O~1D !1O2~X 3Sg
2!, ~2!

O31hn~l,463 nm!→O~3P!1O2~b 1Sg
1!, ~3!

O31hn~l,612 nm!→O~3P!1O2~a 1Dg!, ~4!

O31hn~l,1180 nm!→O~3P!1O2~X 3Sg
2!, ~5!

where the long wavelength limits given in parentheses in
cate the thermodynamic threshold for the fragmentation
the case that the parent O3(X

1A1) molecule is excited from
its vibrationless level (v950).2,3 Considerable experimenta

a!Electronic mail: matsumi@stelab.nagoya-u.ac.jp
6350021-9606/99/111(14)/6350/6/$15.00
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effort has been made to investigate the photodissocation
cesses of O3 in the UV ~ultraviolet! region4–24 and it has
turned out that channels~1! and ~5! are predominant in the
Hartley band photodissociation atl,305 nm, with reported
quantum yields of 0.9 and 0.1, respectively.3 However, re-
cent experiments confirmed that spin-forbidden chann
~2!–~4! as well as spin-allowed channels~1! and~5! occur in
the Huggins band.13–24 The principal photodissociation pro
cess in the Huggins band atl.310 nm is channel~5!. At
wavelengths longer than 310 nm, which is the thermoche
cal threshold wavelength for channel~1!, non-negligible pro-
duction of the O(1D) atoms has been observed and attribu
to the channel~1! photodissociation of internally excited O3

and the spin-forbidden dissociation of channel~2!.13–22

Accurate values of the dissociation energies are imp
tant for establishing the heat of formation of chemical sp
cies. They are also central to dynamical studies of the qu
tum state distributions of the nascent photofragments, s
they define the available energy in the photodissociation
action. The JANAF thermochemical tables25 list the value of
2145.34861.7 kJ/mol forD fH

0(O3) at 0 K. The bond dis-
sociation energy ofD0(O(3P)2O2(X

3Sg
2))5101.461.7

kJ/mol has been widely used for many studies: For exam
0 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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photofragment kinetic-energy studies,4–12 determination of
bond energies for other molecules,26 and comparison with
theoretical calculations of O3 electronic states, etc.27,28 The
value in the JANAF table is based on old calorimetric me
surements in 1910 and 1932.29,30 The value ofD fH

0(O3) is
important in atmospheric chemistry as well as in industr
and physical chemistry. For example, estimations of
equilibrium conditions in chemical reactions involving O3

are dependent on theD fH
0~O3! value. Therefore, we hav

remeasuredD fH
0(O3) using newly developed and more a

curate techniques.
O(1D) and O(3Pj ) atoms have one-photon absorptio

only in the VUV region. Detection of those oxygen atoms
a laser-induced fluorescence technique in the vacuum u
violet region~VUV-LIF ! is a powerful tool to study photo
dissociation and collisional reactions in which O(1D) or
O(3Pj ) atoms are involved. Recently, Takahashiet al.14–17

have studied the O3 photolysis and measured the quantu
yields of O(1D) production as a function of temperature a
photolysis wavelength. Measurement of kinetic energy
lease and spatial angular distribution of the O(1D) and
O(3P) fragments from the UV photolysis of O3 was also
performed.6,12 In those studies, the O(1D) and O(3P) atoms
produced in the O3 photolysis were directly detected by th
VUV-LIF technique. Since the technique was highly sen
tive, they could measure the O(1D) and O(3Pj ) atoms with
low pressure of O3 and short delay time between the ph
tolysis and probe lasers, so that secondary reactions cou
safely ignored.

The 2D product imaging technique allows us to extr
simultaneously the kinetic-energy and angular distributio
of a state-selected product from chemical reactions.7,11,31–35

In this technique, products from a photodissociation reac
are ionized, and their velocity is imaged by accelerating
ions into a detector formed by a pair of microchannel pla
~MCP! and a fluorescent screen. The positions of the ions
related to their speed and angular distribution in the cen
of-mass frame. Despite the success of 2D ion imaging
many fields of physical chemistry, the potential of the tec
nique has not been completely exploited because severa
tors such as background noise and detector resolution
affected the performance. A very recent study by Cha
et al.34 has presented an ion-counting method that sign
cantly improves the spatial resolution and detection sens
ity of 2D product imaging. The method results in a furth
increase by a factor of;5 in resolution over the technique o
the velocity map imaging developed by Eppink and Parke35

The high resolution velocity mapping—ion counting tec
nique enables us to obtain precise and accurate bond ene
in photolysis experiments.

In this paper, we report an accurate value for the ene
threshold of reaction channel~1!. The two different experi-
mental approaches, which are the VUV-LIF detection of
O(1D) atoms and the 2D product imaging techniques, h
been carried out to reveal the accurate channel~1! dissocia-
tion energy. The photofragment excitation~PHOFEX! spec-
tra for O(1D) from the photolysis of jet-cooled O3 are mea-
sured by monitoring the VUV-LIF signal while scanning th
photolysis laser wavelength around the threshold for chan
-
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~1! ~l;310 nm!. The accurate threshold wavelength f
channel ~1! is obtained from the clear cut-off in th
PHOFEX spectrum for O(1D). Takahashiet al.16 previously
reported the threshold wavelength of channel~1! using the
VUV-LIF technique in a supersonic free-jet. We find th
their experiments may have had a problem with the ro
tional cooling of parent O3 molecules in the supersonic free
jet. In the present study, we report a revised value for
channel~1! threshold wavelength. We also obtain the bo
energy into O(1D)1O2(a 1Dg) from the kinetic-energy dis-
tributions of the 2D ion image of O(1D). The bond energy
obtained by the 2D imaging technique is in good agreem
with the threshold wavelength obtained by the VUV-L
technique in this work. The heat of formation for O3,
DH f

0(O3), is also calculated, in conjunction with the ava
able data for the O2 molecule and the O atom.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Vacuum-ultraviolet laser-induced fluorescence
spectroscopy

Two different experimental apparatuses, one at Nag
University and the other at Cornell University, were used
the present study. The Nagoya apparatus is the vacuum
traviolet laser-induced fluorescence detection system of
atomic oxygen fragments and has been applied previous
the study ozone photochemistry.6,12,14–17Details have been
described elsewhere6,14 and here only brief details pertinen
to the current study are described. The O3 photolysis was
studied under conditions of substantial cooling in a puls
expansion to suppress the contribution from the photodis
ciation of internally excited parent O3 molecules. The gas
mixture ~typically 2% to 3% O3 in helium, at a total pressure
of ;1000 Torr! was injected through a pulsed nozzle~Gen-
eral Valve, Series 9, hole diam. 0.8 mm! into the stainless
steel vacuum chamber, evacuated by a liquid–nitrog
trapped oil diffusion pump.

For the photolysis light source, a dye laser pumped b
Nd:YAG laser ~Lambda Physik, SCANmate 2EY-400! was
used with the mixture solution of Rhodamine B an
Rhodamine 101 laser dyes. The visible output from the d
laser was frequency doubled in a KD*P crystal to generate
the tunable UV photolysis beam between 305 and 313
The incident photolysis laser intensity was typically 0.5
mJ/pulse. The wavelength of the fundamental visible lig
was calibrated by simultaneously measuring the las
induced fluorescence excitation spectrum of I2 vapor and
comparing it with published data.36 The spectral linewidth of
the fundamental laser light was estimated to be 0.10 cm21

from the linewidths of the I2 spectrum.
The O(1D) photofragments from the O3 photolysis was

detected by the VUV-LIF technique at 115.22 nm which
resonant with the 3s 1D0– 2p 1D transition. The 115.22 nm
laser light was generated by phase-matched frequency
pling of the output from a dye laser at 345.6 nm in xenon~40
Torr!/argon~120 Torr! gas mixture.37 A dye laser pumped by
a XeCl excimer laser~Lambda Physik, FL3002E and Lextra
50! was used with PTP dye in 1,4-dioxane solvent to gen
ate the 345.6 nm light~;5 mJ/pulse!. The 345.6 nm radia-
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tion was focused with a lens (f 5200 mm! into a Xe/Ar gas
containing cell. The VUV laser light generated was intr
duced into a reaction chamber through a LiF window.
small percentage of the VUV radiation was reflected into
gas cell of nitric oxide~NO! by a LiF window held in the
vacuum chamber. The relative VUV laser intensity w
monitored by the photoionization current of the NO gas.

Photofragment excitation~PHOFEX! spectra for O(1D)
were recorded by tuning the probe laser wavelength to
center of the O(1D) absorption resonance and scanning
photolysis laser wavelength. The pump and probe la
pulses were separated in time by 100 ns, which was c
trolled by a pulse generator~Stanford Research, DG535!.
The VUV-LIF signal was detected by a solar-blind phot
multiplier tube~EMR, 541J-08-17!. The detection axis was
orthogonal to propagation directions of both VUV probe a
photodissociation laser beams. The output from the ph
multiplier was fed into a gated integrator~Stanford Research
SR-250!.

B. Two-dimensional „2D… product imaging using the
ion-counting method

The Cornell apparatus for product imaging experime
has been described more fully elsewhere.31,34 A molecular
beam of ozone was formed by flowing helium with abo
810 Torr backing pressure over O3 maintained on silica ge
at a temperature of278 °C. The subsequent mixture of,1%
ozone was expanded through a pulsed 250mm diameter
nozzle and collimated by a 500mm diameter skimmer
mounted about 5 mm from the nozzle orifice. Further dow
stream, the molecular beam was crossed at right angle
two counter-propagating laser beams, one serving to diss
ate the ozone and the other to probe the resulting O(1D)
fragments using the O(1P1←←1D2) @211# REMPI scheme
at 205.47 nm.38 The wavelength of this probe laser wa
scanned over the Doppler width of the O(1D) fragments.

The photolysis laser wavelength of 305.746 nm was p
duced by frequency doubling the output of an optical pa
metric oscillator~Spectra-Physics MOPO-730! pumped by
an injection seeded Nd:YAG laser~Spectra Physics GCR
230!. Typical laser powers were 2 mJ/pulse with a pu
duration of 8–10 ns. The photolysis wavelength was c
brated by the optogalvanic effect in neon. The 205.47
ionizing laser radiation was generated by frequency doub
the output of an injection-seeded Nd:YAG-pumped dye la
and then summing this doubled light with the remaining fu
damental. Typical powers achieved were 1 mJ/pulse wit
pulse duration of 8–10 ns. Both lasers were operated a
Hz. The polarizations of both the photolysis and probe la
beams were perpendicular to the plane defined by the
lecular and laser beams.

The velocity mapping-ion counting technique34,35 was
used to obtain high resolution photofragment images.
electrostatic lens was employed that served both to ext
the ionized O(1D) fragments from the interaction zone an
to de-blur the image. The magnification factor of this ele
trostatic lens was measured to be 1.1760.02 by dissociating
O2 and detecting the O(3P2) fragment using the
O(3p 3P2,1,0←←2p 3P2)@211# REMPI scheme at 226.23
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nm.39,40 The ionized fragments were accelerated into a flig
tube mounted along the axis of the molecular beam. The i
were imaged by a position sensitive detector consisting o
chevron double micro-channel plate~MCP! assembly
coupled to a fast phosphor screen. The image on the p
phor screen was recorded by a 6403480 pixel charge
coupled device~CCD! camera. Both the MCP and CCD
camera were electronically shuttered to collect signal co
sponding to the mass of the oxygen atoms.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the PHOFEX spectra of O(1D) frag-
ments produced in the photolysis of O3. The PHOFEX spec-
tra were measured by scanning the photolysis laser wa
length when the wavelength of the VUV probe laser w
tuned to the 3s 1D0– 2p 1D resonance line at 115.22 nm
Figure 1~a! is the PHOFEX spectrum obtained under t
supersonic free-jet conditions in the present study. For co
parison, the previously measured PHOFEX spectrum un
the supersonic free-jet conditions16 is shown in Fig. 1~b!.
The PHOFEX spectrum in a flow cell at room temperature
also shown in Fig. 1~c!, which is taken from the report by
Takahashiet al.17 Doppler line shapes of the nascent O(1D)
atoms produced in the O3 photolysis were measured at se
eral points in the photolysis wavelength range of Fig. 1
scanning the probe VUV laser wavelength. The Doppler p
files measured were independent of the photolysis wa
length. The width of all the Doppler profiles were measur
to be 0.65 cm21, which is almost identical with the lase
band width. This indicates that the O(1D) atoms from the O3
photolysis in this wavelength range are predominantly p

FIG. 1. Photofragment excitation~PHOFEX! spectra for O(1D) photoprod-
ucts from the photolysis of O3 under jet-cooled and bulb conditions. Th
PHOFEX spectra were recorded by detecting the vacuum ultraviolet~VUV !
laser-induced fluorescence intensity of the O(1D) atoms during the scan o
the photolysis laser wavelength between 305 and 313 nm.~a! PHOFEX
spectrum for O(1D) photoproducts recorded under jet-cooled conditions
the present study.~b! PHOFEX spectrum under jet-cooled conditions prev
ously presented by Takahashiet al. ~Ref. 16!. ~c! PHOFEX spectrum in a
flow cell at room temperature, which is taken from the report by Takaha
et al. ~Ref. 17!.
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duced via channel~1!, since the excess energy for chann
~1! is small near the threshold and the O(1D) atoms pro-
duced in the dissociation have small translational ene
The O(1D) PHOFEX spectra measured were corrected
UV photolysis and VUV probe laser intensity variations. T
PHOFEX spectra shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to the rela
O(1D) yield spectra.

A clear cut-off as well as distinct structures is reco
nized in the jet-cooled O(1D) PHOFEX spectrum in Fig.
1~a!. The distinct structures may correlate to vibrational le
els in the upper electronic state of O3. The cut-off wave-
length should correspond to an appearance potential of
dissociation path into O(1D)1O2(1Dg), that is, channel~1!
for vibrationless O3 molecules. To obtain an accurate val
of the threshold wavelength for channel~1!, the degree of the
rotational excitation in parent O3 molecules must be take
into account. The VUV-LIF spectrum of jet-cooled carbo
monoxide~CO! molecules at around 115 nm was measu
under the same jet conditions as used in the O3 experiments.
The VUV-LIF spectrum of CO is associated with the~0,0!
band of theB 1S1 –X 1S1 system.41 A Boltzmann distribu-
tion at a rotational temperature ofTrot53 K fit the rotational
profiles in the CO excitation spectra quite well. Similar r
tational cooling is expected to be achieved in the presen3

experiments. In contrast to the PHOFEX spectrum in fr
jets @Fig. 1~a!#, the PHOFEX spectrum in the flow cell a
room temperature@Fig. 1~c!# exhibits very smooth variation
and the threshold wavelength is not seen clearly. This is
to the rotational excitation of thermal parent O3 molecules.
The PHOFEX spectrum in the free-jets reported in the p
vious study by Takahashiet al.16 @Fig. 1~b!# also has less
distinct structure than that in the present study@Fig. 1~a!#.
This lack of resolution is indicative that the O3 molecules in
the previous study were not well cooled in the superso
free-jets. In the present study, we have measured
PHOFEX spectra under various nozzle conditions. We h
found that the resolution of the structures in the PHOF
spectra strongly depends on the stagnation pressure o
free-jets and on the distance between the nozzle and the
beams. The PHOFEX spectra under low stagnation pres
conditions and/or at short nozzle-beam distances had
well resolved structures yielding spectra similar to that in
previous study@Fig. 1~b!#. Therefore, we suspect that th
rotational cooling in the free-jets for the measurements of
PHOFEX spectra around the threshold was not w
performed and that the rotational temperature of the pa
O3 molecules was relatively high in the previous study.16

Figure 2 shows the detailed PHOFEX spectrum of
O(1D) atoms produced in the photolysis of O3 under jet-
cooled conditions in the wavelength range of 309.15–309
nm. For calibration of the photolysis laser wavelength, flu
rescence excitation spectra of I2 molecules around 620 nm
were simultaneously recorded, which is also shown in Fig
For the I2 spectra measurements, a few percent of the fun
mental light from the photolysis laser was reflected into
I2 containing cell by a thin quartz plate. The photolysis la
wavelength was calibrated by making a comparison betw
the measured I2 spectra and the published spectral data36

The average energy~53
2 kT! of the rotational excitation a
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Trot53 K is 3 cm21 ~0.04 kJ/mol!, which corresponds to the
wavelength shift of 0.03 at 310 nm. Taking the rotation
excitation into account, the cut-off wavelength was det
mined to be 309.4560.03 nm for rotationless and vibration
less O3 molecules, as shown in Fig. 2. This cut-off wav
length corresponds to the appearance potential for
dissociation path into O(1D)1O2( 1Dg) @channel~1!#. From
the threshold wavelength of 309.4560.03 nm, the bond en
ergy of O3 dissociating into channel~1! was calculated to be
386.5860.04 kJ/mol. The threshold wavelength value det
mined from the present PHOFEX measurements is slig
shorter than the value of 310.260.2 nm in the previous
measurements.16

The background production of O(1D) from the jet-
cooled O3, which continues even at wavelengths longer th
the threshold wavelength, is observed in the O(1D)
PHOFEX spectrum, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Formation
the O(1D) atoms atl.309.45 nm was also observed in th
flow cell experiments at 200–320 K, which was attributed
the contribution from the photodissociation of vibrationa
excited parent O3 .13–22 The vibrationally excited O3(X

1A1)
may survive in the photolysis zone of the free-jet, since
brational cooling in the jet-cooled sample is slower than
tational cooling.42

Figure 3~a! shows a raw image of 2D projection of th
O(1D) fragments, in which the O(1D) atoms produced from
the 305.746 nm photolysis of O3 were probed by a techniqu
of @211# REMPI at 205.47 nm. The probe laser waveleng
is resonant with the two-photon transition of O(1P1

←←1D2). The polarization vectors of the photolysis an
probe laser light are parallel to the vertical axis of the ima
in Fig. 3~a!. Figure 3~b! shows a slice of the 3D velocity
distribution obtained by inverse Abel transform of the ra
image shown in Fig. 3~a!. The bright inner features resu

FIG. 2. Detailed photofragment excitation~PHOFEX! spectrum for O(1D)
photoproducts from the photolysis of jet-cooled O3 in the wavelength range
of 309.15–309.65 nm. Fluorescence excitation spectrum of I2 vapor is also
shown, which was simultaneously measured with the PHOFEX spect
measurements. The I2 spectrum is used to calibrate the fundamental wa
length of the dye laser used as the photolysis radiation. The cut-off w
length corresponds to the thermochemical energy threshold of the rea
O31hn→O(1D)1O2(a

1Dg). The threshold wavelength is determined
be 309.4560.03 nm.
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from the photolysis of O3 in its ground vibrational state
while the outermost feature results from the photolysis
vibrationally hot O3.

Figure 4 shows the center-of-mass kinetic energy dis
bution for O(1D) produced in the photodissociation of O3 at
305.746 nm, which was calculated from the 3D slice ima
shown in Fig. 3~b!. Energy distributions are obtained by in
tegrating all angles at a given radius, and then converting
radius to a total kinetic energy release of the O2 and O(1D)
fragments. The resulting intensity distribution for the abo
images is shown in Fig. 4. The structural peaks in
kinetic-energy distribution correspond to the rotational sta
of the co-fragments, O2(a

1Dg ,v950), and the rotationa

FIG. 3. ~a! Raw ~unsymmetrized! two-dimensional~2D! image of the
O(1D) photoproducts produced from the photolysis of jet-cooled O3 at
305.746 nm. The O(1D) atoms are probed by the technique of resona
enhanced multiphoton ionization~REMPI! at 205.47 nm. The polarization
direction of the photolysis and probe laser light is parallel to the vertical
of the figure plane of the image.~b! A slice of the 3D velocity distribution
calculated by applying the inverse Abel transform to the raw image of~a!.

FIG. 4. Center-of-mass kinetic energy distribution of the O(1D) atoms from
the photolysis of jet-cooled O3 at 305.746 nm, which is calculated from th
3D slice image shown in Fig. 3~b!. Structures observed are due to the ro
tional states distribution of the O2(a

1Dg ,v950,J9) fragments. Rotational
assignments are calculated using published rotational constants~Ref. 43!
and are indicated as a comb. Dotted lines represent the error associate
our measurement. The bond energy of O3 dissociating into O(1D)
1O2(a

1Dg) is determined to be 386.5960.03 kJ/mol.
f

i-

e

e

e
e
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peaks are successfully assigned as indicated in Fig. 4, u
the rotational constants of O2(a

1Dg ,v950) studied by Nigh
and Valentini.43 The bond energy dissociating into chann
~1! is calculated to be 386.5960.03 kJ/mol from the rota-
tional assignments. This corresponds to a wavelength lim
309.4460.02 nm.

The main source of error in determining the bond ene
from the 2D imaging experiments is the magnification fac
of the electrostatic lens. Even though this error may beco
significant where the kinetic energy of ions is large, the er
from the magnification factor is very small at low kinet
energies. Therefore, the value of bond dissociation ene
was found by adjusting it so that the rotational assignmen
J9516 was centered on the peak so that the area to the
and left of the assignment was equal. Uncertainty of
value of the bond energy was estimated to be about 0
kJ/mol from the width of theJ9516 peak. A second possibl
source of error is from the uncertainty of the flight time
However, this source was found to be insignificant as
flight times were measured with an uncertainty of60.02ms.
This gives an error of about 331023 kJ/mol at 5 kJ/mol
kinetic energy on our plot for 305.746 nm. At the peak a
signed toJ9516, the error is much smaller: about 831024

kJ/mol. These uncertainties are still much smaller than
width of peaks.

Valentini et al.5 measured the internal state distributio
of the O2(a

1Dg) fragments produced from the 230–310 n
photolysis of O3, applying coherent anti-Stokes Raman sc
tering~CARS! spectroscopy. They observed an apparent p
pensity for even-J9 states in the rotational state distribution
in the O2(a

1Dg ,v950 – 3) fragments, and the propensi
was discussed in terms of participating potential energy s
faces. The even-J9 states propensity is clearly observed
the present imaging study~Fig. 4!, and the aspect gives con
fidence to our rotational assignment.

To confirm our measurement at 305.746 nm, we too
second set of images at a dissociation wavelength of 309
nm. From the rotational assignment, we derived a value
386.6260.05 kJ/mol as the bond energy of O3 dissociating
into channel~1!. The uncertainty is somewhat larger tha
that from the 305.746 nm photolysis experiment, since
signal to noise ratio in the O(1D) images taken at 309.09
nm was lower. This is because the absorption cross sec
of O3 is significantly smaller at the longer wavelength, lea
ing to a correspondingly lower signal. The bond energy o
tained from the 309.096 nm experiment is in agreement w
that from the 305.746 nm experiment within the uncerta
ties. At both photolysis wavelengths where we took imag
we find a steep fall off of the signal occurring nearJ953,
resulting in very little signal atJ950, 1, and 2. It is likely
that the lowJ9 levels may be less intense since O3 dissoci-
ates from a bent geometry.

The bond energy of O3 dissociating into channel~1! was
determined to be 386.5860.04 kJ/mol from the PHOFEX
spectra measurements, while it was found to be 386.5960.03
kJ/mol from the 2D ion imaging experiments at 305.746 n
and to be 386.6260.05 kJ/mol at 309.096 nm. Values ob
tained from the two different experimental methods are
good agreement with each other within the uncertainties.
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most probable value of the bond energy for channel~1! is
thus evaluated to be 386.5960.04 kJ/mol from the three val
ues obtained. The bond energy value for channel~1! ob-
tained from the present study provides the heat of forma
of O3, D fH

0(O3), in conjunction with thermochemical dat
for O atoms and O2 molecules. The electronic energy,T0 , of
the O2(a

1Dg) state is 7882.39 cm21 ~594.29 kJ/mol!.44 The
energy difference between O(1D) and O(3P2) is 15 867.7
cm21 ~5189.82 kJ/mol!.45 The errors of these spectroscop
constants are negligible in the calculation ofD0 and
D fH

0(O3) values. Thus, we can obtain the value for the bo
dissociation energy of O3 into O(3P2)1O2(X 3Sg

2) at 0 K

D0~O~3P2!1O2~X 3Sg
2!!5102.4860.04 kJ/mol. ~6!

Given the standard heat of atomization of O2 at 0 K is

D fH
0(O)5(246.7960.10) kJ mol21( 1

2O2→O).25 The stan-
dard heat of formation for O3 at 0 K is derived to be

D fH
0~O3!52144.3160.14 kJ/mol~this work!. ~7!

TheD fH
0(O3) value at 0 K, listed in the latest NIST-JANAF

thermochemical table,25 is

D fH
0~O3!52145.34861.7 kJ/mol~JANAF table). ~8!

The D fH
0(O3) value in the JANAF table is based on o

calorimetric measurements performed in 1910 and 1932.29,30

The uncertainty associated with theD fH
0(O3) value re-

ported in the present study is smaller than that listed in
latest JANAF table.
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